
Fortion® 1SkyICS

Resource and force management for 
air operations

An Air Force information and command 
system adapted to all situations (peace, crisis 
and war time) 

Qualified and implemented in French Air Force 
airbases and command centres

Fortion® 1SkyICS manages air operations and 
ground based air defence on the national 
territory and on theatres of operations abroad. 
It thus allows the air force to accomplish its 
mission and ensures permanent security of the 
airspace for military and governmental flights.

Fortion® 1SkyICS provides secure exchanges 
for information sharing between all sites (air 
bases, command centres, …)  and ensures 
interoperability with legacy systems and/or 
allied systems.

Fortion ® 1SkyICS is designed for peacetime 
(to guarantee sovereignty of the national 
airspace), crisis (deterrence of potential 
aggressors, participation in NATO/UN 
missions) and wartime (protection and support 
of own forces, war against enemy air warfare 
assets).

Fortion® 1SkyICS ensures C2 resources
management:
� Airfield status (runways availability, airfield 

weather, …)
� C2 systems status (radars, communication 

means, …)
� Personnel 

Fortion® 1SkyICS also deals with force 
management:
� Mission planning and tasking for aircrafts
� Mission reports: analysis and synthesis

Thanks to its great adaptability, the system 
can be installed in fix or deployable centres in 
case an increase of national structure is 
needed or military operations occur abroad.



� Qualified and implemented in French Air 
Force airbases and command centres

� Strong security requirements and state-of-
the-art technologies

� Trusted scalable and flexible architecture 
based on open and free software 
components

� Works on fix pcs and touchpads
� Adaptable to fit different operational 

configurations (fix or deployable centres)

French Air Force:
� SCCOA*

� In service since 2002
� More than 70 systems delivered

* Système de Commandement et de Conduite des 
Opérations Aérospatiales
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